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SETTING UP 

Set up the PlayStation®3 system according to the instructions in its instruction manual. At start-
up, the power indicator light will glow red to indicate that the PlayStation®3 system is in Standby 
Mode. Press the power button and the power indicator light will turn green.

Insert the „AIR CONFLICTS Secret Wars“ disc into the disc slot with the label side facing upwards. 
Select the Ç-icon from the XMB™ Menu and press the S button to continue. Make sure there is 
enough free space on the Hard Disk Drive (HDD) before commencing play. Do not insert or remove 
peripherals once the power is turned on. Please refer to the PlayStation®3 system’s instruction 
manual for further details about setting up and recharging a Wireless Controller.

Please select your preferred language from the system settings menu before commencing play.
This title uses autoload and autosave features. Data will be saved automatically at certain points 
throughout the game. Any previously saved data will be automatically loaded on boot up. Please 
do not reset or switch off the system whilst the HDD access indicator is flashing.

NOTE: the information in this manual was correct at the time of going to print, but some minor 
changes may have been made late in the product’s development. All screenshots for this manual 
have been taken from the English version of this product.

CONTROLS

In general are two type of controls:

• Arcade – Two axis aircraft control– 
horizontal (left-right) and vertical 
(up-down)

• Simulation – three axis aircraft 
control (like a real aircraft) – 
horizontal, vertical and rudder

NOTE: 
You can also change the control 
layout in Options from the Main 

Menu or before a mission is begun.
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R button: Machineguns / 
tail gunner fire

E button: Adrenaline

K button: 
Increase Speed
H button: 
Fire Rockets/Bombs
J button 
Machineguns
L button: 
Decrease Speed

right stick:
Camera controll / tailgunner aiming
N button: Switch camera

] button:  
Gear Up/Down

[  button:  
Game Pause

W button: 
Fire Rockets/Bombs 

Q button: Switch 
Rockets/Bombs 

directional buttons: 
Holding activate 
tail gunner 

left stick: Steer aircraft

Wireless Controller (Arcade)

R button: Rudder control / 
tail gunner fire

W button: 
Rudder control

Wireless Controller (Simulation)

W button: 
Tail gunner fire

E button: Adrenaline

K button: 
Increase Speed
H button: 
Fire Rockets/Bombs
J button 
Machineguns
L button: 
Decrease Speed

right stick:
Camera controll / tailgunner aiming
N button: Switch camera

] button:  
Gear Up/Down

[  button:  
Game Pause

Q button: Switch 
Rockets/Bombs 

directional buttons: 
Holding activate 
tail gunner 

left stick: Steer aircraft
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K button: 
Increase Speed
H button: 
Fire Rockets/Bombs
J button 
Machineguns
L button: 
Decrease Speed

PS Move Motion Controller (Arcade)

Hold the PS Move motion controller upright and 
control the aircraft by tilting the motion controller.

NOTE: 
The game is playable without 
using the navigation controller 
/ wireless controller, but you 

will not be able to activate tail 
gunner mode.

 button:  Fire 
Rockets/Bombs

W button: 
Tail gunner fire

directional buttons:
tail gunner mode, 
press again deactivate 
tail gunner mode

left stick: 
Camera control / 
tail gunner aiming
B button: 
Switch camera
 

K button: Adrenaline
H button: Switch Rockets Bombs
J button: Decrease Speed
L button: Increase Speed

T button:  
Machineguns

] button + L button:     
Switch camera

] button + J button: 
Landing Gear Up/Down

K button: 
Increase Speed
H button: 
Fire Rockets/Bombs
J button 
Machineguns
L button: 
Decrease Speed
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WELCOME TO AIR CONFLICTS: SECRET WARS

Air Conflicts is an arcade flight simulator game set in World War II and World War I, featuring 
the aircraft of the period and historically inspired missions. The emphasis is on intense dogfights, 
daring bombing raids, stealth & smuggling raids and exciting aerial missions. 

As you play Air Conflicts: Secret Wars, Dorothy Derbec – DeeDee to her friends – will tell you 
her story, which you’ll act out in the violent skies above war-torn Europe. She spent the Second 
World War running from the Nazis, smuggling alcohol, machinery and medicine to survive, whilst 
searching for news of her long-lost father. Guillaume Derbec was a First World War flying ace; 
you’ll encounter him in flashbacks of that conflict, in which you will have to opportunity to fly 
planes of that period.

The mission content of this game is fictional, but based upon real situations which took place 
between 1941 and 1944. Specifically, this game features conflicts involving the many brave men 
and women of the resistance movements across Europe, who continued to combat the Nazi threat 
even though their own fight was hopeless.

Use your identity

Game progress is saved automatically. Save data can be deleted using the PS3™ Saved Data 
Utility.

Types of camera views

Third person camera 
(default camera)

You see the aircraft from the rear. Use „camera control“ buttons to 
view aircraft from other directions as required.

Free camera You can specify the camera position around your plane; use „camera 
control“ buttons to specify view directions.

Cockpit camera This presents a view from the aircraft cockpit. Use „camera control“ 
buttons to look around from inside the cockpit.

First person camera As with the cockpit camera, but the cockpit is not displayed.
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SINGLE PLAYER GAME

Experience DeeDee’s story through seven campaigns. Each campaign takes you to a different part 
of Europe and features a different chapter of DeeDee’s tale, from her smuggling days in Tobruk to 
the fall of Berlin. Alternatively, jump straight into the action in Dogfight Mode.

• Campaigns – play story missions

• Dogfight – chose your plane and location, 
and start an instant battle

• Replay Mission – replay story missions

The Campaign – Experiencing DeeDee’s Story

DeeDee tells her story through a sequence of scenes that will be presented automatically 
between missions. Each mission also supplies text from her diaries of the time, which may 
be read for more detail of the progress of her war. During missions, you experience events as 
DeeDee did, including the communications of her and her team.

As DeeDee attempts to survive the war and aid the resistance movements of Europe, she learns 
more about her missing father. She meets members of his old squadron, who tell her tales of his 
past. You will play one flashback mission at the end of each campaign, and in doing so uncover 
the mystery of Guillaume Derbec. 

Campaign – Mission gameplay description
Every mission contains a number of objectives which you must complete in order to complete 
missions. Your objectives will be outlined in a short briefing before the mission, and will be 
explaied to you as required during execution of the mission. Be aware that mission objectives may 
change, and listen to all information supplied to you. Some objectives, such as escort missions, 
can be failed. If an objective is failed, or if DeeDee is shot down, the mission must be restarted.
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Examples objectives:

• Shoot down enemy aircraft

• Destroy ground targets - enemy troops, vehicles, ships or emplacements

• Land (fly through all landing indicators in the correct direction)

• Reach a specific destination

• Locate something using radio navigation (see radio section )

• Stay undetected by the enemy (see stealth section)

• Drop off supplies by landing or via parachute

User Interface

Damage meter

Stealth meter

Direction – radio meter

Radar
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NOTE: 
Remember than each than objective can be time 

limited. When an objective is limited by time, a time 
counter is displayed in the top-centre of the screen. 
To view actual objectives, access the game pause 

menu by pressing the START button.

Speedometer 
& Altimeter

Adrenaline meter

Machineguns 
temperature

Engine throttle
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Radar Marks

 

(green) Ally ground unit 
or building  

(red) Ground target (building, 
ship, Anti Aircraft, Vehicle)

 
 (green)) Ally aircraft

 
(red) Enemy aircraft

 

Mission objective marker (airport to land, checkpoint to reach or area where you 
should find something)

Stealth

If you need to stay undetected, keep a close eye on your radar and maintain a safe distance from 
all enemy aircraft. The critical distance from the enemy is marked on the radar with a white circle 
- if you stay out of an enemy’s critical distance circle, you can remain unnoticed.

Your position
Critical distance
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In stealth missions, a meter will show you how you are doing. If the size of the red pulsing area in 
the stealth meter is increasing, you have a higher chance of being detected.

Radio meter

In some missions you will be asked to locate something. You can use the radio poundage meter 
to home in on radio signals from your objective - the signal will be stronger when you are facing 
in the correct direction.

The direction meter features a red 
pulse. The size of the red pulsing 

area is decreases as you fly 
away from the target. It 

increases in size as you fly 
toward the target.

TIP: 
You can gain a significant advantage in missions where you 

need to remain undetected by flying in an aircraft with enemy 
markings. To do this, choose an appropriate plane from the 

plane select menu.
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Weapons

There are two types of weapon, primary and secondary. 

• Primary weapons – machine guns. You have unlimited machine gun bullets, but if 
you fire for too long, your guns will overhead. Gun temperature is shown to the left 
of the throttle.

• Secondary weapons – rockets/bombs. You can swith between rockets and bombs 
(see Controls). The chosen weapon is displayed in left-top corner of the screen. The 
readiness of the weapon is indicated as below – rockets and bombs take time to 
reload.

Hitting aircraft with rockets

Rockets can be a very effective weapon for destroying enemy aircraft, but they can be difficult 
to use. There were no guided missiles in World War II so you will have to target your rockets 
manually.

To destroy an enemy aircraft with rockets you will need to extrapolate the target‘s trajectory and 
aim the rocket to a point along that line where it will intercept its target – leading the target.

50% of rocket 
is reloaded NOTE: 

Different aircraft carry different 
payloads of bombs or rockets. Reload 

times also differ.
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Hitting enemy planes with rockets is one of the hardest skills to master, but it is also extremely 
rewarding when you succeed! Don‘t be afraid of missing - practice makes perfect!

Adrenaline

The Adrenaline bar is displayed in the right-bottom corner, and refills during gameplay. When 
adrenaline is activated, time seems to slow down, allowing for greater accuracy while aiming.

TIP: 
Since targeting with missiles is hard, 

don’t be afraid to fire a spray of rockets in the 
hope that one will hit.
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Campaign reward structure – Stars
Stars are items which you need to:

• Unlock new planes

• Improve your personal skills 
(see section Personal Skills)

You can earn stars for:

• Mission Completion (for every mission completion you earn a different number of 
stars, based upon the mission difficulty and length)

• Kills (for every 5 aircraft shot down you earn one star)

• Objectives (each completed objective earns you stars)

Personal Skills
After mission when you earned a enough number of stars you can improve your personal skills:

Agility Improves aircraft handling

Luck Increases the chance of critical hits*

Leadership Wingmen perform better under your command

Endurance Enhances your physical condition

*Critical hits destroy aircraft by single shot (the pilot is headshot, or you hit an engine or fuel tank).

NOTE: 
The actual numbers of stars you 

have earned is displayed after each mission 
on the mission conclusion screen.
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Difficulty 
You can chose from four difficulty levels:

• Rookie (Easy)

• Pilot

• Veteran

• Ace (Hard)

Automatic aiming

Automatic aiming is a feature which helps 
you to target enemies. The degree of auto-
aim applied depends upon the difficulty level 
selected. Veteran difficulty provides only a 
modicum of targetting assistance, and Ace 
difficulty leaves all aiming to the pilot.

Skip Mission
The Skip Mission feature allows you to continue a campaign even if a specific mission is too tricky. 
This feature is intended to allow players to continue with the story if they have trouble with a 
specific mission. Of course, no stars will be earned for the mission skipped.

After a mission has been failed, the mission conclusion screen 
features a Skip Mission button. For every campaign you have 
2 Skips available. Remember that if you  skip a mission, it still 
counts as a failure, so the aircraft you chose for that mission 
will require repairing and will not be available for the next 
mission.

NOTE: 
Difficulty can be specified before 
each mission or dogfight game.

NOTE: 
In multiplayer, automatic aiming 

is turned off. No difficulty factors 
are applied in multiplayer – 

may the best pilot win!

NOTE: 
Flashback missions 
cannot be skipped.
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Aircraft

Aircraft Overview

Aircraft Type Side Cargo Seats Stars*

Sopwith Camel Bi Plane Fighter Royal Flying Corps (WW1) No 1 0

Zenit Bi Plane Cargo Royal Flying Corps (WW1) Yes 2+ 0

Albatros D.V. Bi Plane Fighter Luftstreitkrafte (WW1) No 1 0

Spitfire Fighter Royal Air Force No 1 3

Messerschmitt 
Bf109

Fighter Luftwaffe No 1 80

Lavochkin LA5 Fighter Red Air Force No 1 22

Mosquito Fighter-Bomber Royal Air Force Yes 2 140

Ju-87 Stuka Fighter-Bomber Luftwaffe No 2 102

IL2 Sturmovik Fighter-Bomber Red Air Force No 2 32

B-25 Bomber Royal Air Force Yes 2+ 56

Heinkel 111 Bomber Luftwaffe Yes 2+ 170

DB-3 Bomber Red Air Force Yes 2+ 123

Gloster Meteor Jet Fighter Royal Air Force No 1 260

Bisnovat-5 Jet Fighter Red Air Force No 1 194

Messerschmitt 262 Jet Fighter Luftwaffe No 1 273

Gotha 229 Jet Bomber Luftwaffe No 1 367

*Start Required – number of stars needed to receive aircraft durring campaign game
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Aircrafts weapons and properties

Aircraft Rockets Num/
Reload

Bombs Num/
Reload

Speed Agility Enduarance Firepower

Sopwith Camel 0 1/6sec. 1 3 1 1

Zenit 0 1/5sec. 2 2 2 1

Albatros D.V. 0 1/6sec. 1 2 1 1

Spitfire 1/5sec. 1/4sec. 4 4 3 2

Messerschmitt 
Bf109

1/5sec. 1/4sec. 4 4 3 2

Lavochkin LA5 2/8sec. 1/6sec. 4 5 2 3

Mosquito 2/4sec. 3/5sec. 4 3 3 3

Ju-87 Stuka 4/7sec. 2/4sec. 3 3 2 4

IL2 Sturmovik 3/7sec. 2/5sec. 3 2 4 3

B-25 0 4/4sec. 3 1 5 3

Heinkel 111 0 4/3sec. 3 1 5 3

DB-3 0 4/3sec. 3 2 4 3

Gloster Meteor 3/6sec. 3/4sec. 5 3 4 5

Bisnovat-5 4/10sec. 1/5sec. 5 5 2 4

Messerschmitt 262 4/4sec. 2/4sec. 5 3 4 5

Gotha 229 2/4sec. 3/3sec. 4 2 4 4
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Aircrafts tail gunner

Some aircraft have tail gunner. You can during playing game activate this mode (see Controls) and 
fire to enemy aircraft when they are on your back.

MULTI PLAYER GAME

In the Multiplayer game, you can battle for control of the skies with up to seven friends in four 
game modes – DeathMatch, Team Deathmatch, Capture the Flag, Destroy & Protect.

You can chose from 2 types of connection:

• LAN (local area network) – you can play with other players connected to your local 
network

• INTERNET – play with players who are connected via the internet

Searching for servers
In „Main Menu“, click on the „Multiplayer“ button to open a screen for searching servers. Here 
you can see the name of the game, their location, game mode and number of players. In Air 
Conflicts: Secret Wars there can be up to 8 players in one game, though the host may specific a 
smaller number as required.

Remember that you can specify your connection type at the top of this screen!

Aircraft Number of tail gunners

Ju-87 Stuka 1

IL2 Sturmovik 1

B-25 4

Aircraft Number of tail gunners

Heinkel 111 4

DB-3 2
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Why can‘t I connect to some Internet games? 

There are three kinds of NAT (network address 
translation): Open, Moderate, or Strict. 
Connection between Strict-Moderate and Strict-
Strict cannot be established. 

For example if you have Moderate NAT settings 
and you want to connect to a game which runs on a Strict machine, connection will not be possible. 
You can attempt to resolve problems with NAT by connecting your machine directly to the modem.

NAT Open Moderate Strict

Open OK OK OK

Moderate OK OK N/A

Strict OK N/A N/A

Choose your plane – choose your side
The player who is hosting the game can specify which airforces will fight. This affects the planes 
you can choose from. For instance, if the fight is between the Luftwaffe and the R.A.F, you can only 
fly the planes associated with those airforces. Fighting airforces:

• R.A.F. vs Luftwaffe 

• Russians vs Luftwaffe

• Russians vs R.A.F.

• Great War (Royal Flying Corps 
vs Luftstreitkrafte)

Your plane choice determines who you fight 
for – if you chose R.A.F aircraft you will fight 
on the side of the R.A.F.

NOTE: 
Private games which require 
a password to enter a game 

show a  „key icon“.

NOTE: 
In deathmatch mode sides 
cannot be specified as the 

combat is free-for-all
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Statistics, menu and 
messaging during Lobby or Game

To view the statistics page during the game, pause the game. The game will not stop but the 
statistics page and menu will displayed.

In this menu you can also disconnect from game. For the host player there is also the option to 
end the entire game.

Multiplayer Modes

Deathmatch (DM)

Deathmatch multiplayer mode is a free-for-all in which anyone can shoot anyone else down. The 
player with the highest score (kills) at the end wins.

Team Deathmatch (TDM)

Team Deathmatch multiplayer mode involves two teams fighting to score as many kills as possible. 
Enemy planes will be marked in red on your radar.

Capture The Flag  (CTF)

In Capture The Flag two teams compete for victory, which is achieved by holding both flags at 
your team‘s home base.  

Any player can take control of the enemy flag by flying close to the flag holder (or the enemy base 
if the flag is held at the base). Once your flag has been taken by the enemy you can recapture it in 
the same way. The position of both team‘s flags are marked on the radar.

 
(red) Enemy base

 
(green) Home base

 

(red) actual position of 
enemy flag  

(green) actual position of 
home flag
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Destroy & Protect (D&P)

In Destroy and Protect, two teams compete to destroy 10 enemy targets (e.g. tanks or ships). The 
team which first destroys all its targets wins the set, and another set begins. Players may focus 
either on destroying the enemy targets or defending their own targets from enemy attack.

 
(red) Targets to destroy

 
(green) Targets to protect

Hosting a game
Any player can host their own game. You can specifiy these settings:

Name Name of game as it will appear in the server list when searching 
servers. This allows your friends to identify your game.

Password If you specify a password, only players who know that password 
will able to join your game.

Game Mode You can chose from 4 multiplayer modes (DM,TDM,CTF,D&P)

Fighting sides (If Game Mode is not DM) – specifiy which airforces will fight

Game Limit  You can specify if the game will last for unlimited time, will have a 
score limit, or will have a time limit.

Game Limit value Specify the value for game limit, either score or time (as per Game Limit).

Location/Weather/Year Specify game map location and specific details.

Limited Radar 
Visibility 

If this option is switched on, players will have limited radar 
functionality (including screen-edge direction markers). Only those 
planes in a player‘s line of sight and within close range can be seen 
on the radar. The player‘s name will also be displayed for these 
planes only.

Permitted Aircrafts The host player can specify which types of aircraft will be permitted, 
i.e. Fighters, Fighter-Bombers, Heavy Bombers or Jet Aircraft. 

Remember that you can specify your connection type at the top of this screen!
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OPTIONS

When you are inside the main menu, click on Options. Inside this menu you can set up controls, 
music and sound volume and Y axis inversion.

Control Mode This setting changes between the Wireless Controller Arcade and Simulation 
modes. It also allows selection of PS Move motion controller mode.

Sensitivity X Axis This setting determines how quickly your craft turns through the X Axis (left 
and right). Reduce this setting if you are swinging about a lot, or increase it if 
the aircraft feels too sluggish.

Sensitivity Y Axis This setting determines how quickly your aircraft turns through the Y Axis (up 
and down). Reduce this setting if you are swinging about a lot, or increase it if 
the aircraft feels too sluggish.

Invert Y Axis This setting determines whether moving/pressing Up moves your aircraft’s 
nose up or down. 

Sound Enabled & 
Sound Volume

This setting turns the Sound Effects on or off. You can also specify in-game 
sound volume (0 is silence, 100 is full volume).

Music Enabled & 
Music Volume

This setting turns the Music on or off. You can also specify in-game music 
volume (0 is silence, 100 is full volume).

Crosshair Enabled This setting will display or remove the crosshair for the aircraft you pilot. 

Screen Marks 
Enabled

This setting will display or remove the aircraft direction screen marks (red 
and green marks around the screen edge which point toward targets and 
friendlies). A good feature for making screenshots.

Gui Enabled This setting will display or remove the graphics user interface (like radar, 
revmeter, dialogues etc.)

3D Enabled If you have 3D Stereo TV you can turn this setting on and you can play the 
game in 3D!
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LICENSE TERMS
This product, including all packaging, manuals, etc. is protec-
ted under both copyright and brand rights, and should only be 
sold and through authorized outlets and utilized exclusively for 
private use. 

Before you use the software, please read the regulations below 
carefully. When you install or use the software you are ack-
nowledging your acceptance of the validity of such regulations.

Warranty
As software, by its very nature, is a complex product and cannot 
always be free of errors and bitComposer Games cannot gua-
rantee that the content of this product will correspond to your 
expectations and that the software will run error-free under 
any conditions. bitComposer Games can provide no guarantee 
for specific functions of and results from the software, insofar 
as such actions exceed the minimum standard of the software 
technology at the time the program was created. The same 
applies to the accuracy or completeness of the documentation 
supplied with the product.

Should the product be defective when it is delivered such that 
the intended use of such product is not possible, despite a cor-
rect and appropriate operation, bitComposer Games will send 
you a replacement product or refund the purchase price, as you 
request, within two years from the date of purchase. This only 
applies to products that you have ordered from bitComposer 
Games direct. This is on condition that you send the goods you 
have purchased, along with the sales receipt, information on 
the software error and the information described under techni-
cal information, to the address on the following side.

BitComposer Games GmbH
Customer Service
Mergenthalerallee 79-81 
D - 65760 Eschborn
GERMANY

Moreover, bitComposer Games cannot be held liable for in-
direct or direct damages arising from the use of the product, 
insofar as such damages result from a deliberate act or gross 
negligence or if legal regulations prescribe a statutory liability. 

In any event, liability is limited to the amount of the cost of 
the product. bitComposer Games can in no way be liable for 
any unforeseeable or non-typical damages. Any claims against 
the retailer from whom the user purchased the product shall 
remain unaffected.

bitComposer Games can assume no responsibility for damages 
arising from inappropriate handling or treatment of the pro-
duct, in particular the non-compliance with the operating inst-
ructions, faulty or incorrect implementation, incorrect handling 
or treatment or unsuitable equipment, provided bitComposer 
Games are not responsible for such damages.

Rights of use 
The purchase of the software grants the user the non-exclusive, 
personal right to install and use the software on a single com-
puter. Any other use without the prior authorization of the ow-
ner of the copyright owner is prohibited. The creation of back-
up copies of the software in whole or in part, is not permitted, 
even for purely private use. 

Should this product become defective, bitComposer Games 
grants the user a two-year right to exchange the product; this 
applies irrespective of the warranty regulations. The original 
proof of purchase and the faulty CD ROM should be enclosed 
and the mail costs will be refunded by bitComposer Games. 

A replacement product will not be granted if the CD ROM error 
has been caused by the inappropriate handling of the product. 
Any claims in excess of the cost of a replacement product are 
expressly excluded. Any decompiling or any other modification 
to the software is expressly prohibited. 

Any user who reproduces, distributes or communicates the soft-
ware to the public when not authorized to do so, or assists a 
third party to carry out such actions, is liable to prosecution. 

Illegal duplication of the software may result in a jail sentence 
of up to five years, or incur a heavy fine. Illegally copied CD 
ROMs may be confiscated and destroyed by the Public Prose-
cution Service. bitComposer Games expressly reserves claims 
for damages in accordance with civil law. Should one of the 
provisions of this agreement be or become ineffective in whole 
or in part, the effectiveness of the remaining provisions shall 
remain unchanged.



Where you see either symbol on any of our electrical products, batteries or packaging, it indicates that the relevant electrical product or battery should not be 
disposed of as general household waste in Europe. To ensure the correct waste treatment of the product and battery, please dispose of them in accordance 
with any applicable local laws or requirements for disposal of electrical equipment/batteries.  In so doing, you will help to conserve natural resources and 
improve standards of environmental protection in treatment and disposal of electrical waste. 

This symbol may be used on batteries in combination with additional chemical symbols. The chemical symbols for mercury (Hg) or lead (Pb) will appear if the 
battery contains more than 0.0005% mercury or more than 0.004% lead.

                    If your local telephone number is not shown, please visit eu.playstation.com for contact details.

 Australia 1300 365 911
  Calls charged at local rate

 Österreich 0820 44 45 40
  0,116 Euro/Minute

 Belgique/België/Belgien   011 516 406
Tarif appel local/Lokale kosten

 Česká republika 222 864 111
Po – Pa 9:00 – 17:00 Sony Czech. Tarifováno dle platneých telefonních sazeb. 

Pro další informace a případnou další pomoc kontaktujte prosím 
www.playstation.sony.cz nebo volejte telefonní číslo +420 222 864 111

  283 871 637
  Po – Pa 10:00 – 18:00 Help Line

Tarifováno dle platneých telefonních sazeb

 Danmark 70 12 70 13
  support@dk.playstation.com Man–fredag 18–21; Lør–søndag 18–21

 Suomi 0600 411 911
  0.79 Euro/min + pvm fi -hotline@nordiskfi lm.com

maanantai – perjantai 15–21

 France 0820 31 32 33
  prix d’un appel local – ouvert du lundi au samedi

 Deutschland 01805 766 977
  0,12 Euro/minute

 Ελλάδα 00 32 106 782 000
   Εθνική Χρααση

 Ireland  0818 365065
  All calls charged at national rate

 

 Italia 199 116 266 
  Lun/Ven 8:00 – 18:30 e Sab 8:00 – 13:00: 

11,88 centesimi di euro + IVA al minuto Festivi: 4,75 centesimi di euro + IVA al 
minuto Telefoni cellulari secondo il piano tariffario prescelto

 Malta 23 436300
  Local rate

 Nederland 0495 574 817
  Interlokale kosten

 New Zealand 09 415 2447
  National Rate

  0900 97669
  Before you call this number, please seek the permission of the person 

responsible for paying the bill. Call cost $1.50 (+ GST) per minute

 Norge 81 55 09 70
  0.55 NOK i startavgift og deretter 0.39 NOK pr. Minutt 

support@no.playstation.com Man–fredag 15–21; Lør–søndag 12–15

 Portugal  707 23 23 10
  Serviço de Atendimento ao Consumidor/Serviço Técnico

 España 902 102 102
  Tarifa nacional

 Россия +7 (499) 238 36 32

 Sverige 08 587 822 25
  support@se.playstation.com Mån–Fre 15–21, Lör–söndag 12–15

 Suisse/Schweiz/Svizzera  0848 84 00 85
  Tarif appel national/Nationaler Tarif/Tariffa Nazionale

 UK 0844 736 0595
  Calls may be recorded for training purposes

 

For Help & Support please visit: eu.playstation.com or refer to the telephone list below.


